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3D Data Tutorial 
 
For the purposes of a lab tutorial, this focuses on using 3D data but does not explain the process of 
converting from 2D to 3D (making vmr files and converting them to Talairach space; making vtc files).   
 
Understand the 3D layout 
File Open…  

• Select 030610xx_sag_iso_acpc_TAL.vmr 
• The .vmr suffix indicates that the file is a volumetric (i.e., 3D) data set. 
• When you open a .vmr file you will get a 6-tab control window (click “Full dialog>>” to see all 

tabs).   

 
NOTE: If this window gets closed, you can bring it back up by clicking the “little blue cube” 

 icon in the left icon panel.  If you have several .vmr files open, you need to click on the appropriate 
vmr first. 

• The main tab is the “3D Coords” tab.  Make sure this is the active tab. 
• Move the cursor around to different parts of the brain. 
• Left-click in different locations. 
• Hold the left mouse down while you move it. 

o Try moving the crosshairs around in the Coronal view: 
o As you move from left to right, notice how the sagittal view moves from one side of the 

brain to the other. 
o As you move from up to down, notice how the transverse (= axial = horizontal view) 

moves from the top of the brain to the bottom. 
o Notice that the crosshairs always show you the same location from all three views 

• Notice how the coordinates listed under “System coords” change. 
• Each of these values can range between 0 and 256. 
• The middle of the image set is 128, 128, 128. 

 
WARNING: BVQX defaults to radiological convention.  Whenever you open a brain (.vmr) with 

BVQX it automatically gets displayed in radiological convention.  You should explicitly define left and 
right hemispheres immediately, because this can be a major source of confusion during later stages of 
analysis.  You should determine which orientation your subject’s brain is actually in (placing a vitamin 
E capsule on the right side of their head before they go into the scanner is not a bad idea).  Once you 
have decided which side of the image is left/right, adjust the image appropriately using the options 
within File VMR Properties… 
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Adjust image Adjust labels 

 
We recommend using neurological convention.  Once you have the image in the correct orientation and 
labeling convention, save the .vmr (File/Save As…).   
 
For this data set, the brain is really in neurological convention and only the labels are wrong.  Thus, 
simply change the settings to neurological convention and save the .vmr. You don’t have to rename it, 
you can just write over it.  The only thing that is different are the left and right labels on the coronal 
view. 
 

Link the Anatomical with the Functional Data 
Just as in 2D data, we had both anatomical data files (.amr) and functional data files (.fmr), in 3D data, 
we have the anatomical data files (.vmr) as well as functional data files (.vtc = volumetric time course, 
one per functional run) 
 
To look at the functional data from a particular run go to Analysis Link 3D Time Course (VTC) File… 

• Click the “Browse…” button and select “xx.10_06_03_10_MAG.vtc” 
• Click “OK”. 
• Now when you right-click on the brain, select “Show ROI Time Course”, you will see the time 

course of the selected voxel superimposed on the protocol.  Thus, you can “voxel surf” the 3D 
data just as you did the 2D data. 

o Note that our full anatomical scan includes locations that we didn’t sample with the 
functionals.  Therefore, if you click in a region that was not scanned, you will only get a 
flat line in the time course window. 

• It can sometimes be useful to view the .vtc file to see where you scanned. 
o Go to the “Spatial Transf” tab. 
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• Click the “Show VTC vol” button. 
• Repeatedly hit the F8 key to toggle between the anatomical and functional volumes. 
• Notice how the slices we took have been rotated. 

 
SUGGESTION: Whenever you see a lot of activation in places it shouldn’t be, I recommend 

taking a quick look at the stats on the .vtc to ensure there were no glitches when the data was 
transformed from 2D to 3D. 
 

Perform Linear Trend Removal 
Just as in 2D, it’s always a good idea to do at least a linear trend removal on the functional data.  This 
works in a similar way to the 2D preprocessing 
Analysis VTC Data Preprocessing… 

 
• Turn off “Spatial smoothing” and turn on “Temporal filtering”. 
• Under temporal filtering, turn on “Linear trend removal” and turn off “High pass filter” and 

“Gaussian” options. 
• Hit “GO”.  
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• Go to Analysis Link time course (VTC) file.  Note that BV has automatically linked the LTR-

processed data to your vmr. 
• Link “xx.10_06_03_11_MAG.vtc” (the second run) and run it through LTR-preprocessing too.  

Do this by linking first, then Analysis VTC Data Preprocessing to do the LTR-preprocessing.  
If you go to link time course again, you’ll notice that the new LTR version of the 11th run is 
automatically linked. 

 

Run a GLM in 3D 
GLMs work exactly the same in 3D as they did in 2D.  The .rtc files have already been created for you 
so you just have to run Analysis General Linear Model: Multi Study… 

• Add run 10_LTR.vtc with LoLoc.rtc and run 11_LTR.vtc with LoLoc_repeat.rtc.  Save the .mdm 
and .glm files with appropriate names.  What are the appropriate names?  Ken says it makes 
sense to name both the .mdm and the .glm files the same… so when you choose a name for your 
.mdm file, before you save it, copy it and then paste it in the place of ‘model’ in the Resulting 
GLM file: box. 

  
• Leave “z-transform” on (default) and Hit “GO”. 
• Now you should see the activation in the three planes – Nice, eh? 

 
BONUS: Advanced GLM options (see Help User’s Guide for more details) 

 
• RFX GLM - test the effects across subjects. 
• Correct serial coor - remove temporal auto-correlations between successive data points. 
• %-transform - percent signal change normalization is applied separately for each run. 
• z-transform - z-normalization is applied separately for each run. 
• Separate subject predictors - Create a separate set of predictors for each subject. 
• Separate study predictors - Create a separate set of predictors for each study (i.e. run). 
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BONUS: Additional options within the ‘Options’ dialog 

• Use baseline segments only - normalizes using only those values constituting the base 
line condition.  May help preserve real differences in the effect size of different runs from 
different subjects. 

• Exclude voxel time courses - limits the resultant overlay statistical map to those voxels 
which have an MR intensity value greater than the specified threshold. 

• Enable anatomical restriction - restricts the statistical computations to the time courses 
of those voxels contained in a mask file. 

 

 
 

Perform a Meaningful Contrast 
Go to Analysis Overlay General Linear Model… 

• You might have to open the GLM you just made (model) 
• Contrast Intact versus Scrambled (i.e., intact+ scram-).  Hit the “Add [+] > 0” button and then hit 

“OK”. 
• Almost everything works the same as in 2D (e.g., “big red blob” and “little red blob” buttons, 

positive and negative tails).  Play around in the brain and with these settings.  
 
Go to Analysis Overlay Maps… 
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• Change the “Thresholding” from “Use FDR” to “Use Statistic Value”. I can’t actually use FDR.  

It was already clicked on Use statistic value.  To enable FDR, go to options within the Overlay 
GLM statistics , click on the options, click on FDR button, then click enable 

o The False Discovery Rate (FDR) approach provides an efficient solution to the multiple 
comparison problem and is enabled as default for any computed statistic (especially for 
fixed or random effects "t" statistic). Since the FDR approach is the default method for 
thresholding statistical maps in QX, you have to do nothing special to enable it.  You can 
disable FDR or modify its application in the new "False Discovery Rate" dialog, which 
can be called by clicking the "FDR..." button in relevant dialogs such as the "Single 
Study GLM Options" or the "Overlay GLM Options" dialogs 

• As in 2D, you can change the confidence range values within this window, or you can 
manipulate the threshold using the “big red blob” and “little red blob” buttons within the tool 
bar. 

 
NOTE: in 2D, the cluster size referred specifically to the number of single voxels (and each 

voxel was 3 x 3 x 6 mm).  Now the units are 1 mm3 voxels so you have to set your cluster size much 
higher to get rid of the little schmutzy bits. 

View the Time Courses of Activated Regions 
Just as in 2D, you can view the time course of a 3D region. 

• Right-click on a blob of activation 
o It will become encircled by a white outline in all 3 dimensions and its time course will 

appear. 
 

ASIDE:  That is unless the area of activation that you click on is bigger than the maximum 
volume you have specified (in this case it’s set to 10)  You can find this in the 3D volume Tools (6-tab 
window), under the Talairach, in the Max cluster spread range.  You can change the dimensions of a 
cubic number of voxels here, or click on the Options tab for more control) –more on this later. 
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• Just as in 2D, you can expand the time course window.  Here you have several options: 
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Change the scale - set the y and x axis by adjusting the values under ‘Scaling’ and ‘Time-course 

segmentation’. 
Cycle between runs - change the time course (run) being viewed under the ‘Multi-subject, multi-run 

time courses’ section.  
Convert the y-axis to % signal change - load the appropriate .rtc file under the ‘Display reference 

time course’ section. 
Display an ERA - under the ‘Event-related averaging’ section. (there is nothing for us to enable 

here).  You’ll have to create on the same way we did in the 2D tutorial 
Save the time course data - ‘Export .TXT’ or ‘Save-RTC’.(it’s a very big secret what this does 

though) 
Perform statistical analysis on the voxels within the selected region - run ‘ROI-GLM…’ (see 

User’s Guide for more details) 
 

NOTE: Event-related averaging works the same as in 2D, except, of course, when you are 
generating an .avg file (Analysis/Event-Related Averaging…) you select .VTC instead of .FMR data 
files. 
 

Cluster Selection Options 
If the blob you have selected is too big or too small, you can change the size of the selection area. 
 
Basic selection of an area: 

• Set the minimum confidence threshold to 4. (aka. Set your statistic to t = 4) 

         
 

• In the Talairach tab, set “Max cluster spread range” to 20. 
• Right-click on the blob of activation centred around (81, 203, 115). (in the 3D Coords tab) 
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• It should nicely select just that blob. 

 
Selection of a large area: 

• Drop your statistics to t = 2.00 
• Right-click on the blob of activation centred around (81, 203, 115) 
• Notice that now the selected area is smaller than the blob.  In some views, the outline may spill 

into other blobs. 
• In the Talairach tab, set “Max cluster range” to 50 in each direction 
• Again, right-click on the blob of activation centred around (81, 203, 115). 
• Notice that now it selects a giant area of active voxels. 

 
Selection of a small area: 

• Raise your statistics back up to t = 4.00 
• In the Talairach tab, set “Max cluster range” to 1. 
• Now when you right-click, you’re selecting 2x2x2 number of voxels.  Thus, if you wanted to 

select a 10x10x10 area, you would set the cluster range to 9 in all directions. (Teresa isn’t 
convinced of this, is there any way to see the volume of the selection?) 

 
Cumulation of a sub-blobs: 

• In the Talairach tab, set “Max cluster spread range” to 10. 
• Right click around the ‘multi-blob cluster’ near (171, 185, 135). 
• Now SHIFT-left-click an adjacent sub-blob. 
• Notice how the blob grows. 
• Keep SHIFT-left-clicking and grow the activation until it fills the whole ‘multi-blob cluster’. 
• If you’re not sure if you got it all, move the mouse around with the left-click button depressed as 

you scroll through different dimensions. 
• Once you’re satisfied that you’ve selected the whole thing, expand the time course window  

and click Average under the “Multi-ROI time courses” section.  The time course will now be the 
average of the whole zone. Does this average the whole zone or does it average the number of 
regions (all of different volumes).  The Y axis  looks different every time.  This isn’t really 
important because what you really care about is the event related averages, and these don’t seem 
to be different. 
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• Of course, before you choose to average all the sub-ROIs you may view the time courses for 

each individual selection by adjusting the ‘Nr’.  
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GENERAL STRATEGIES:  There’s a bit of an art to selecting the right range of activation.  In some 
data sets, you have very distinct blobs and it’s easy.  In others, there are peaks of activation that blend 
into one another and then it’s hard.  Sometimes you will have to raise the statistical threshold to separate 
the blobs.  Sometimes you will have to use the SHIFT-click cumulation approach.  Note that the three 
directions of Max cluster size don’t all have to have the same value.  Within “Options…”, located beside 
the “Max cluster spread range” in the Talairach tab, you can set the cluster thresholding to a separate 
spread range for each dimension.   
 

Save an ROI (Region of Interest) 
Brain Voyager allows you to save a “region of interest” or “ROI”.  You can save ROIs for individual 
subjects or for a whole averaged group of subjects. 
 
This tool is very useful if: 

a) You’re doing an ROI approach and want to save an ROI from a localizer run and evaluate it in a 
separate experiment 
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b) You want to keep a record of where a time course came from.  If you don’t save the ROI, it can 

be difficult if not impossible to know how you chose an ROI (“What contrast, what threshold, 
what blob did I mean by ‘LO’?”) 

 
Define an ROI 

• Set the minimum confidence threshold to 4. 
• In the Talairach tab, set “Max cluster spread range” to 20. 
• Right-click on the blob of activation centered around (81, 203, 115). 
• Expand the time course window  
• Click “Options…” 

o Notice the additional information regarding the 
selected ROI – i.e., the number of voxels and 
the mean Talairach coordinates for the cluster’s 
centre of mass. 

• Click “Define VOI…” 
• Name the ROI 

 
SUGGESTION: When saving an ROI, we recommend 
including the hemisphere, a name for the area (and/or Tal 
coordinates), the cluster size, and/or the threshold used, in case 
you later try to decipher where it came from (e.g. “LH_47_-
77_13_k668_t4”). 

• Hit “OK” 
o This will automatically open up the “Volume-Of-Interest Analysis” window: 

 
NOTE: This window is accessible via Analysis/Region-Of-Interest Analysis…( and/or shortcut 

= Shift+R). 
 

• Here you should save the .voi file.  
o When saving a .voi file, we 

recommend including the 
subject(s) initials and the 
contrast used to generate the 
GLM from which all the ROIs 
are selected from (e.g. 
“XX_LOloc_IntactVsScram”).  
You can’t just type it into the 
line on this picture, you have to 
click Save… first, which will 
save all the ROI’s that are in the 
list on the left side of the VOI analysis window 

   
* You can think of this file as an index/list containing all your defined ROIs for a given GLM (overlay 
map) and contrast. 
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Save another ROI to the VOI file 

• Close the time course window(s) first to get rid of any previously selected regions.  Notice: the 
ROI that you have saved is now shaded out for you. 

• Try to select the more ventral aspect of the activation in the left hemisphere at this same 
threshold (i.e. around system coordinates 86, 199, 129, with a cluster setting of 20 selects most 
of this fusiform activation).  You may want to use the SHIFT-click cumulation approach if you 
want to unsure that you’ve captured all the significant voxels.  [Note - remember to average your 
time courses if you do use the cumulation approach]. 

• Again, save the ROI.  (notice if you had to cumulate many clusters, you will get a blank for the 
Tal coordinates.  You could either increase the size of the Max Cluster spread range to 
encompass it all in one, or save it now, and get the Tal coordinates from it afterward to rename it 
properly.)   

 

 
• Notice that when you add a new ROI, it automatically adds the cluster to the last .VOI file that 

was opened.   

 
• Be aware, then, that if you want to save a given ROI to a specific .VOI file, first load the .VOI 

(Analysis/Region-Of-Interst Analysis…) and then define the ROI.  Note that this addition is not 
automatically saved in the VOI.  Save your .VOI each time you make any changes 

  
Reload an ROI 

• Close the time course window(s) to get rid of any previously selected regions. 
• Analysis/Region-Of-Interest Analysis…(or Shift+R). 
• Select an ROI from the list. 
• Click “Show VOIs” 
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• You can show multiple ROIs at the same time.  Select any or all ROIs (hold down Shift or Ctrl to 

select multiple regions) and hit “Show VOIs”. 
 
Show a Time Course Associated with an ROI 

• Select an ROI.  Click “Show VOIs” to display the region. 
• Select a time course (.VTC file) from the list on the right.  Notice how you can add and remove 

.VTC as you wish.  Note that, again, if you do add something to the VOI file, it will not be 
automatically saved to the file. 

• Once you’ve selected the particular time course you want to view, hit “Show time course”. 
• You will now see the selected region outlined in white and its associated time course window for 

the selected .VTC. 
 
Group ROIs 

• Sometimes you may want to define several subregions within an area (such as our two sub-ROIs 
of the LH lateral occipital complex) but you may also want to consider the activity within the 
entire area. 

• Use control-click, or shift-click, to select both ROIs in the ‘VOI list’. 
• Click the “a OR b” button.  This option will combine all the voxels from all selected ROIs and 

prompt you to save a new ROI containing those voxels. 
• Select a name for the combined ROI (e.g., “LH_LOC”). 
• Now when you load the larger ROI (as in click on “Show time course”), it should show you the 

whole region. 
• Notice the additional option – “a AND b”.  This option allows you to define and save a region of 

overlap between two or more ROIs.  You can image how this function would be useful, 
especially when you’ve defined multiple ROIs based on separate statistical contrasts and you 
wish to evaluate any possible overlap between them. 

 
BONUS: Advanced ROI options (see User’s Guide for more details):  

• Within the ‘Options’ dialog there 
are many additional ROI/VOI 
functions. We will not cover 
these in detail, but in general, 
there are several options here for 
performing various levels of 
statistical analysis on any or all 
of the specified ROIs. 

• Also, under ‘VOI Functions’ you 
can obtain certain details 
pertaining to each of the ROIs, 
including Talairach centre of 
mass coordinates and individual 
voxel statistics.  You can also 
create 3D surface representations and mask files for each of the ROIs.  
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Understand Talairach Space 
Each subject’s brain is a different size.  How can we compare brains between individuals?  The 
convention that has arisen is called Talairach space which uses a book called the Talairach atlas.  
Talairach & Tournoux (1988), took the brain of one individual (an alcoholic old lady as it turned out), 
and made it the standard.  Any individual brain can be morphed into the Talairach brain using 8 
landmarks. 
 
 We don’t have time to cover the process of “Talairaching a brain” and making .vtc files in Talairach 
space in this tutorial, but we will review the concepts.  Basically, the idea is to stretch or squish every 
brain until it fits in a standard size box. 

 
 
During the process of Talairaching, the brain gets rotated so that the middle transverse slice goes 
through two reliable landmarks, the anterior and posterior commissures (commissures are white matter 
tracts that cross between the hemispheres, like the corpus callosum but tiny). 

• In subject xx’s vmr file, set z = 128 in the “3D coords” tab 
• Note that there are two bands that cross the midline, the anterior commissure (128, 128, 128, the 

origin of the volume) and the posterior commissure (128, 152, 128).  These aren’t that clear in 
xx’s brain because the anatomical had thick slices (3 mm thick). 

 
• Once the brain is rotated to the “AC-PC plane”, 6 other landmarks are used to constrain the 

brain.  You can see these landmarks 
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• Go to the “Talairach” tab 
• Click on “Display partial grid” 

o Note that a grid of green lines shows you the Talairach landmarks 
• Step through the Talairach landmarks by using the pull-down menu in the Talairach tab to select 

each point  
 
The 8 points are  
AC = anterior commissure 
PC = posterior commissure 
AP = anterior point 
PP = posterior point 
SP = superior point 
IP = inferior point 
RP = right point 
LP = left point 
 
“What the hell?!  Left and right are backwards!” 

Talairach space uses the “radiologic convention” (or as Jody calls it, “the stupid convention”) 
where the left side of space is on the right side of the image and vice versa.  Since most people at UWO 
prefer the more intuitive “neurologic convention” where left is left and right is right, we cheat and 
mislabel things.  The important thing to note is that if the activation shows up in the left side of the 
image, then it really is in the left hemisphere of the brain, as long as you’re at UWO. 

 
The Talairach system includes coordinates that are often used to help researchers compare activations. 

• In the Talairach tab, turn on “Display partial grid” 
• Click on the “3D Coords” tab 

o Notice how now when you click on a location, it not only gives you the system 
coordinates but also Talairach coordinates 

 
In Talairach space, the anterior commissure at 0, 0, 0 is the origin (the AC is the Greenwich Village of 
the brain, if you will).  All coordinates refer to the distance from this point in mm in 3 directions 
X refers to the left-right dimension. In brainspeak, we refer to locations closer to the midline as medial 
and structures closer to the outside edge of the brain as lateral. 

• Y refers to the front-back dimension 
o In brainspeak, we refer to locations closer to the front as anterior or rostral and structures 

closer to the back of the brain as posterior or caudal 
• Z refers to the up-down dimension 

o In brainspeak, we refer to locations closer to the top as superior or dorsal and structures 
closer to the bottom of the brain as inferior or ventral 

 
24) THINK: XX’s LO activation (t = 4) seems to have three foci in the right hemisphere, Focus A is 
around (-35, -73, 10), Focus B is around (-40, -56, -7), Focus C is around (-21, -58, -2).  Which focus is  
the most medial?  -21 
the most lateral? -40 
the most superior? 10 
the most anterior? -56 
the most rostral? -56 
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the most caudal? -73 
the most ventral? -7 
 
25) THINK:  How confident would you feel about specifying a Talairach coordinate for activation in 
XX’s brain? 
 

WARNING: Because we “lied” to Brain Voyager in order to keep everything in the 
neurologic/intuitive convention, the x coordinate (left-right) in our data must be multiplied by -1 to be in 
proper Talairach coordinates.  That is, in real Talairach space, points in the left hemisphere have 
negative x values and points in the right hemisphere have positive x values. 

Explore Group Averaged Data 
Because the Talairach system enables us to refer to multiple brains in the same system, we can now 
average between subjects.  In the experiment in which XX participated, there were 7 subjects altogether. 
 
Using File Open… select 7SubjectsAve.vmr 
 
26) THINK: Why does the brain look blurry? 
 
To examine how similar any two brains are you can load two together and toggle them. 

File Open…  030610xx_sag_iso_acpc_TAL.vmr 
• “Backload” the file for another subject, AD 

o File Load Secondary VMR… 030603ad_sag_iso_acpc_TAL.vmr 
o Use the F8 key to toggle between them 

• Place the cursor at various prominent landmarks (e.g., ask someone to show you the calcarine 
sulcus) and toggle between the brains 

 
 
27) THINK: How similar are the two brains?  Given that functional areas tend to appear in fairly 
consistent anatomical locations (e.g., primary visual cortex is along the calcarine sulcus), what are the 
limitations of Talairach averaging? 
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We have already created a “Multi-study GLM” that included all runs of all subjects, including all runs 
from all subjects.  
 
Load this GLM 
File Overlay General Linear Model Load GLM Choose “7Subjects_LTR_LOloc.glm”   
 
* Ignore the error message – this error is displayed when BV can’t find all of the .VTC files that are 
included in the GLM being loaded.  The correct statistical overlay map can still be displayed in this case 
(i.e., this information is contained within the .glm file) but the time course activity can not be visualized. 
  

• Do a contrast of + Intact, - Scrambled 
o What do you notice about the activation? 

 
• Compare this data to other Talairach coordinates. 

o In a separate study on different subjects, Jody and colleagues reported the average 
location of LO as having Talairach coordinates of +/- 42, -70, -8.  How similar is this to 
the activation in this group of subjects? 

 

Learn How to Keep Records with SnagIt and PowerPoint 
Although it’s tempting to work on-the-fly without keeping records, I highly recommend taking 
snapshots as you go in order to summarize what you’ve found AND how you found it.  Otherwise it’s 
easy to suffer from false memories – “There was this really fabulous area with exactly the right time 
course and it was ready for the cover of Nature.  Let me recreate it.   Oh, this looks like crap!  Did I do it 
right?...  Or was I on drugs last week when I saw it?...” 
 
I highly encourage my lab members to keep records as they go to summarize the data for themselves and 
to make the most efficient use of my time meeting with them to review the data. 
 
There’s a handy little utility called SnagIt that will enable you to take pictures of what’s on your screen. 
 

• Run SnagIt (Ken will tell you where it is on your computer) 
• Under the “Input” menu, make sure it’s set to “Region” 
• Move the SnagIt window out of the way (e.g., lower right corner of the screen) 
• Bring Brain Voyager to the front 
• Bring SnagIt to the front 
• Click the red dot 
• Wait one second (if you move too fast, the cursor will appear in your captured image) 
• Use the mouse to select the region of the screen you wish to select 

 
NOTE: setting the SnagIt ‘input’ to capture an active ‘window’ is also very useful. 

It will display this region in a new SnagIt Capture Preview window 
• Now you can save the image (File/SaveAs) 

 
NOTE: bitmaps are good file formats for saving accurate images; jpegs are good for creating 

smaller files that preserve most of the information 
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• Alternatively, you can copy from the SnagIt Capture Preview window and paste into another 

program, often PowerPoint 
• Copy all of the image (Ctrl-A, Ctrl-C) 

 
Use PowerPoint to organize your images 

• Open PowerPoint 
• Paste the image (Ctrl-v) 
• Do this to capture any images that might be useful in remembering/showing what you did 
• The summaries don’t have to be perfect or pretty (unless you’re capturing the data for a talk or 

publication).  It just has to be a quick way to summarize interesting things you found 
• Things you might want to document include: 

o interesting things in the data… blobs and time courses 
o steps you used to get activation 
o problems in particular runs 
o individual data for single subjects 

 
Other organizational advice: 

• After you’re done with the steps of importing your data, back it up (or get the lab research 
assistant to do it) and get it off the hard disk.  You don’t need to waste HD space with raw files 
(fids, sdts) 

• Save the 2D data in a separate folder than the 3D data.  This makes it much easier to find the 
files you need without a million others distracting you.  If you’re only analyzing 3D data, backup 
and delete the 2D data 

• Get in the habit of doing housekeeping as you go – it only takes a few minutes per subject and 
can save you hours of “archaeology” later 
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ANSWERS TO BV3D TUTORIAL “THINK” QUESTIONS
 
24) THINK: XX’s LO activation (t = 4) seems to have three foci in the right hemisphere, Focus A is 
around (-35, -73, 10), Focus B is around (-40, -61, -7), Focus C is around (-19, -55, -7).  Which focus is  
the most medial?  C 
the most lateral?  B 
the most superior?  A 
the most anterior?  C 
the most rostral?  C 
the most caudal?  A 
the most ventral?  B and C 
 
25) THINK: How confident would you feel about specifying a Talairach coordinate for activation in 
XX’s brain? 

You can probably see some of the hazards of specifying Talairach coordinates.  Do you specify 
one single location or each subblob?  What if not all subjects have all subblobs?  What if the anatomy 
varies from subject to subject (See 27 below)?   If blobs are not symmetric, do you take the centre of 
mass or the peak? 
 

Talairach coordinates give you a ballpark idea where to expect activation, but don’t take them 
too seriously. 
 
26) THINK: Why does the brain look blurry? 

Subjects vary in the Talairach location of their anatomical landmarks (e.g., sulci, ventricles) and 
in the overall shape of the brain.  When their anatomicals are averaged, this variability leads to blur. 
 
27) THINK: How similar are the two brains?  Given that functional areas tend appear in fairly consistent 
anatomical location (e.g., primary visual cortex is along the calcarine sulcus), what are the limitations of 
Talairach averaging? 

The shape and location of sulci vary considerably between subjects, even in Talairach space.  In 
the following figure, each line represents the sulcus of one subject.  Notice that although there is a 
general trend, sulcal locations can vary within a range of about 2-3 cm. 

 
This means that Talairach averaging will be much more reliable as the number of subjects increases.   
Because of this variability, you will sometimes fail to find significant activation in a group analysis even 
when there is significant activation in the majority of subjects.   Because of this, many researchers prefer 
to localize a region of interest using a functional localizer in each individual subject. 
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